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EDUCATION AND SOCIOLOGY.*

N these days there ..ave corne to
be so many ways of looking at

things, that one has to be careful in
making his selection of a direction in
which to look, and this possibility of
bewilderment is perhaps becoming as
itniient ih our educational investi-
gàtions as in any other iivestigations.

The teacher, in his novitiate, when
he thinks to deàl with the being of the
child as a unit, finds io difficulty in
iaying down a simple basis for his
operations in school work. The be-
ginning and end of school work is the-
improvement of the child's mind, the
storing up of kriowledge, the furbish-
ing -and furnishing of the memory;
and thè inethod which secures this,
along the lines of thé least possible
resistance, is the only true niethod.
is there anything more simple as a
science-thar this, is there anything in
any art so easy to gèt at as such a
pedagogic?

Even when there comes to the
young teacher the revéltion of the
trinity in hiniself, and in each of his
pupils, when he becomes couvinced
ofthé wider scope his pedagogy must
take, he is stillFableto circuDscribe for*
himself a simple basis for his pÉofes
sional' opettions, for his practikal

* An ~addres given at the late Buffalo
Convention, 6ly13. f. M. Harper, of QQèbec.

investigations of child-nature. The
body, the mind and the ego, and their
inter-relationships have been. the
theme of all educationists; a simple
theme in itself, and, as the young
teacher used to think, one easy to be
understood as a safe guidance in
school work. But is it not a fact that
so widely-I was almost going to say
so wildly-have we continued to dis-
cuss this same trinity and fts relation-
ships, that our teachers are beginning
to beseech us to simplify rather than
amplify our pedagogic disquisitions?
In a word, the query that stares us in
the face at a convention such as this
is to be found in the cry of the young.
teacher : Has the science of educa-
tion in these later times come to be
the endless chain. of the seer-is there
any limit to the sphere of its theories
-are we ever tofind-rest for the soles
of our .feet?

Thediscussion which the preceding
papers are likely to provoke, brings to
my mind an article 1 once.wrote, in
which an endeavor was made to strike
an analogy between society as an
organism and the tripartite being. of
the child. The steam engine,,taken
as an exponent of the manufacturing,
arts and physical comfort-promoters
of the times, indicates in its effects
the marvellous physical devrelopment,
of the world, just as the printing press.


